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Materials and Methods
Time scale vs. amplitude
To avoid the problems inherent in the 8-hr flicker amplitude method of estimating stellar surface gravity g, we adopt instead the characteristic time scale of variations caused by surface convection and global acoustic oscillations. This time scale is physically more tightly correlated to surface gravity than the flicker amplitude (2, 3), and its measurement is less sensitive to the level of photon noise. Also important is our application of an adaptive filter (instead of one with a fixed frequency range) that adjusts to the properties of granulation and oscillation signal (hereafter abbreviated GOS) from star to star. This prevents both missing gravity-dependent signal and including gravity-independent noise.
The adaptive filter
The observed brightness variability of our target stars (relatively low-mass stars with convection instability in their outer envelopes) is driven by various factors, including granulation or faculae, oscillations, rotational modulation due to spots, magnetic activity (e.g., flares), or instrumental perturbations. Whereas the properties of the GOS are tightly connected to surface gravity g, others are not (or less so). Above a certain frequency, the intrinsic variations are dominated by the GOS, so it is possible to disentangle the g-dependent signal from g-independent contributions with a high-pass filter. The filter's low-frequency cut νfilter is best set well below the peak frequency νmax of the oscillations; we have arbitrarily chosen νfilter = νmax/5. We note that νmax is not explicitly needed for the time scale technique. We use it only to calibrate the following relations.
In our sample of Kepler targets, the long-cadence (LC; ~29.4-min sampling) targets are all red giants. The photon noise is a minor contributor to the light curves of these targets, so the raw flicker amplitude is adequate to make an initial guess of the filter frequency. We start with the relation: log (νfilter) = 5. 187 -1.560 log (σfl) where σfl is the flicker amplitude in parts per million (ppm) for time scales shorter than 10 days. Compared to the 8-hr flicker, our extension to a much longer time scale admits a broader range of red giants (with νmax > 1.1 μHz) and enables estimates of νfilter to within ~24% on average (see inset of Fig.  S1 ). For the short-cadence (SC; ~59-s sampling) Kepler light curves of main sequence and sub giant stars, this 10-day measure is too contaminated by spurious signals from other sources (by leakage of rotation frequencies and their harmonics, rotation/magnetic background, or slower convection scales like super granulation). For SC data, a flicker amplitude for time scales less than 5 hours is optimal, as long as we correct for photon noise by multiplying σfl with the square root of the autocorrelation coefficient of consecutive data points. The latter measures how much of the variance of a time series is due to signal (correlated) and how much is due to noise (uncorrelated). With the initial guess for νfilter, we establish the first version of a high-pass triangular filter to suppress signal with periods longer than the filtered version of the original time series, which should contain essentially only GOS signal and white noise.
Autocorrelation time scale
A simple way to estimate the characteristic time scale of a quasi-stochastic signal is to search for the time lag where the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the signal drops below a specified level. The ACF measures temporal correlation of signal in the time domain. In case of an intrinsically damped and stochastically re-excited signal (which the GOS is) it can be approximated by a sinc-function (see Fig.  S2 ), sinc (τ) = sin (πτ) / (πτ), with τ = δt × n, where n = [1, 2, …] are integers and δt is the sampling interval of the time series. From first test we find that a small sinusoidal modulation is superposed on the sinc function so that our final fit to the square of the ACF of the filtered time series is (ACF) 2 = a × sinc (4τ/τACF) 2 + as × sin (2π 4τ/τACF) where τACF is the width of the sinc function, which represents the typical time scale of the filtered time series. The factor of 4 in our fit accounts for the fact that the width of a sinc function fitted to the ACF of a pure cosine measures 1/4 of the cosine period. The typical time scale corresponds to the period of an amplitude-weighted mean wave, defined by a balance between the granulation and oscillation signals. Granulation contributes about 2 -4 times as much as the oscillations (3), depending on the evolutionary stage of the star. The amplitude (as) of the sinusoidal modulation is generally small (a/as is typically larger than 20) and its main purpose is to enable more realistic uncertainties, computed from the covariance matrix and scaled to the χ 2 -value of the fit. The filtered time series naturally also contains (uncorrelated) photon noise and the sinc amplitude (a) ensures it is properly taken into account. For the red giants in our sample the sinc amplitude is typically 1 (or close to) but for the noisier light curves of main sequence stars a scales the sinc function to the signal portion of the squared ACF (see, e.g., the left panels of Fig. 1 ) so that the square root of (1a) corresponds to the photon noise in the flicker amplitude.
A minor distortion of the ACF occurs because the triangular filter induces a weak temporal correlation in the filtered data set (where the correlation strength is typically well below 1%). This is not an issue for time series with high S/N but can hamper determination of τACF in light curves with high photon noise (hence, weak ACF signal). The shape of the distortion depends solely on the filter characteristics and the time series sampling, independent of the intrinsic signal and photon noise. It can be characterized easily and corrected by computing the ACF of an equally filtered reference time series sampled in the same way as the data but containing only white noise.
An iterative procedure that requires only one iteration
There is a tight relation between the ACF time scale and the optimum filter cut. With the first measurement of τACF we can therefore improve νfilter using: log (νfilter) = 3.098 -0.932 log (τACF) -0.025 log (τACF) 2 where τACF is in minutes and νfilter in μHz. Fig. S1 shows how the filter cut improves considerably relative to the initial rough guess from the flicker measure σfl. The reason for the improvement is that τACF is quite robust against an uncertain filter cut, as shown in Fig. S3 . Changing νfilter by ±50% results in a change of ACF time scale of less than ±10%. Having improved the filter cut, we repeat the whole procedure (i.e., high-pass filtering the raw time series, computing the ACF from the filtered time series, and determining its typical time scale). For our sample of stars we approach the optimum value of νfilter to within about ±6% after only one iteration, which accounts for about 1% uncertainty in τACF. Since this is comparable to the typical uncertainty of the fit, further iterations do not improve the final measurement of the time scale.
Calibration
Our method is designed for "anonymous" stars with no a priori information, but the method must be calibrated with stars for which accurate values of surface gravity and peak frequencies are already known. We use a well-defined sample of ~1200 LC and 75 SC light curves of stars monitored by Kepler. The sample is described in (3) and contains stars ranging from high-g dwarf stars on the main sequence to low-g giant stars on the ascending sub-giant and giant branch, as well as red clump, and asymptotic-giant branch stars. Detailed asteroseismic analyses of the oscillation signals produce peak frequencies and surface gravities accurate to about 1% (3) and 1.7% (8), respectively.
There is a monotonic trend in the typical ACF time scale (τACF) as a function of evolutionary stage (Fig.  1) . The more evolved the star, the longer is its ACF time scale (Fig. 2) . As reported in the Main Text, the asteroseismically determined surface gravity log g and the typical time scale τACF can be fitted by the second-order polynomial: log g = 4.766±0.007 -0.962±0.007 log (τACF) -0.026±0.002 log (τACF) 2 .
The residuals in our sample scatter on average by ±0.017, which translates to an accuracy of about 4% in g, based on a measure of the ACF time scale τACF. To account for the dependence of τACF on surface temperature Teff, we also perform the following fit: log g = 4.846±0.007 -1.025±0.004 log (τACF) + 0.54±0.08 log (T)
where T = Teff / 5777K. The scatter of the residuals (±0.019) is slightly higher than for the previous fit. This is presumably because the surface temperatures taken from the Kepler Input Catalogue (24) are known to include significant uncertainties. The scaling relation almost perfectly resembles the theoretical scaling for the oscillation time scale (i.e., the inverse peak frequency), τmax ~ Teff ½ g -1 , but it is not an exact match to that for the granulation time scale, which is more likely to scale as g -0.85 (2, 3). There is a (nearly) linear relation between log g and log τACF. We conclude that the second-order term in our original relation includes the correlation between g and Teff so that, for stars with log g smaller than about 3.2 (i.e., basically all red giant stars), no additional temperature correction is needed to derive an accurate surface gravity. For stars with higher log g, multiplying τACF by (Teff / 5777 K) ½ gives a more reliable estimate of g (bottom left insert in Fig. 2) . In any case, since all the stars in our sample span a relatively small range in Teff, this effect would shift g by less than ±7%.
The balance between granulation and oscillations
In our sample of calibration stars, there are two effects that could disturb the intrinsic balance between the granulation and oscillation signals, and therefore bias the ACF time scale estimate and the resulting surface-gravity determination.
The first is intrinsic to the star. At the lower end of the red-giant branch, there are a number of stars with very low amplitude dipole modes (3, 27, 28) or none at all. The reason for this is not yet fully understood. However, the missing dipole contribution to the oscillation power reduces the overall amplitude of the oscillation power excess (i.e., the integrated oscillation energy of all modes), giving more weight to the granulation signal. This leads to ACF time scales that are systematically larger compared to "normal" stars. We identify these problematic stars in Fig. S4 and do not use them to constrain the fits. For an unknown star (i.e., for which it is not a priori known if its dipole modes are suppressed) the time scale technique might systematically overestimate log g by typically 0.02dex (about 4% in g) if the star has a log g in the range ~2.6 to 3.3. We, however, note that such stars are quite rare. In our calibration sample there are only 54 stars that clearly show suppressed diploe modes, which have been identified by (3). This represents less than 4% of the total number of stars and less than 14% of the stars in the affected gravity range.
The second effect is instrumental. Measuring the brightness of a star means integrating its intrinsic signal over a specified time interval. This is not a problem for the typical time scale technique if the time scales of variations are long compared to the integration time. For time scales short relative to the integration time, however, discretization results in partial cancellation of the signal, so that the resulting time series contains a damped signal. The damping is frequency dependent and can be described by an amplitude-damping factor (29):
where τ is the signal period and νNyq is the Nyquist frequency of the time series (~283.6 and 8496 μHz for the Kepler LC and SC data, respectively). As the damping increases with increasing signal frequency, the low-frequency part of the granulation signal is assigned more weight than it should. Consequently, the ACF time scale τACF is systematically overestimated. This effect can be largely compensated by dividing the measured τACF by η 2 (see inset of Fig. S4 ).
Sampling rate is critical to the success of the time scale technique. To obtain the correct balance in time scale between granulation and oscillations, the oscillation periods must be sufficiently well sampled in the time series. The Nyquist frequency of the time series must be high enough to sample the global oscillation time scales. From practical experience, we report that useful ACF time scales can be measured if they are longer than about twice the sampling rate of the time series. This means that we cannot determine the surface gravities of main sequence stars from their Kepler LC measurements (as the flicker method is able to do).
Individual tests of the technique
The time scale technique has been calibrated by asteroseismic measurements of surface gravity, which relies on the validity of the scaling relation for the oscillation peak frequency νmax. It is important to verify the technique with surface gravity measurements that are (as much as possible) independent from any asteroseismic constraints. We have done this for the following main sequence and red giant stars and present the results in the top right inset of Fig. 2 (19), we can deduce a value of g based on the ACF time scale that agrees with the reference value to within 15%. We measure almost the same time scale from ground-based radial-velocity measurements of ε Oph (20).
 HD 49933: This relatively bright main sequence star is one of the best-studied solar-type oscillators known. Using CoRoT photometric data collected during the ~150-day-long run LRa01, we obtain a surface gravity that agrees well with the reference value from interferometric measurements (34) and from detailed seismic analysis (35).
 16 Cyg A/B: These two solar analogues are among the brightest stars in the Kepler field. The from the 3-month-long Kepler time series (36) computed ACF time scales result in surface gravities that both agree well with the reference values (37).
 KIC 8410637:
The best test star in our sample is this eclipsing binary (38), for which g is known to better than 2%. Our value of g agrees with the established value within about 4%.
 NGC 6791 & NGC 6819: The common mass and distance of stars on the giant branch of two open clusters (39) in the Kepler field make it possible to constrain independent surface gravities from their bolometrically corrected 2MASS magnitudes (via g ~ M Teff 4 10 0.4Mbol ) to better than about 8%. The values we measure from τACF agree with the reference values within the respective uncertainties.
The data sets for some of the stars in our tests push the limits for what is needed to apply the time scale technique. The good agreement found for the test stars supports our assertion that the correlation shown in Fig. 2 produces values of surface gravity with uncertainties of about 4%.
The limits of the technique
Our calibration sample is limited to stars brighter than Kepmag < 12.2 for red giants and < 11.3 for sub giant and main sequence stars, which roughly represent the limits for which a solid asteroseismic analysis can be applied. To test whether the time scale technique is reliable for fainter stars (i.e., light curves with higher photon noise), and for time series shorter than obtained by Kepler, we perform the following simulation. We split the 1000-day-long Kepler time series of two red giants (having νmax = 10 and 75 μHz) and the 800-day-long time series of a main sequence star (νmax = 1000 μHz) into subsets of equal length (500/400, 200, 100, 50, and 20 days) and computed g for each individual subset. The surface gravity of a given target does not change from subset to subset of its light curve, so the rms scatter of the estimates for all subsets of a given subset length should provide a good estimate of uncertainty for a given light curve length. We add random noise to the data, where the noise is scaled with the photon noise in the original time series. This is equivalent to making the star fainter.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. S5 (top panels) and demonstrate that the time scale technique gives low uncertainties even with short light curves and high noise levels. The accuracy depends on the length and noise, but also on the star itself. For luminous red giants (like in the left panels of Fig. S5 ), the intrinsic signal is strong enough to extract values of g accurate to better than 8% from time series as short as 50 days, even for the faintest stars in the Kepler field (V ~ 14). For less evolved stars (middle and right panels of Fig. S5 ) with up to 25 times less energy output than stars high on the giant branch, comparable accuracy is reached only for stars about 1.5 magnitudes brighter, from longer light curves. This is only a rough estimate of the limits of the time scale technique, since noise in a Kepler light curve depends on more than the apparent brightness of the target star such as how photometry is extracted from the raw data.
In the middle and bottom panels of Fig. S5 , we show the original power-density spectra (along with heavily smoothed versions) and power-density spectra of 100-day-long subsets with significant amounts of artificial noise added (corresponding to the marked symbols in the top panels). Asteroseismology of the oscillations in the full light curves will eventually provide the best estimates of g, but for those stars where the oscillations are hidden (or barely detectable) in the noise, the time scale technique gives valuable results. We argue that the time scale technique is in fact more tolerant to noise than asteroseismology when it comes to surface-gravity determination. While the time scale method can determine precise values for the gravity the oscillation-power excess is almost hidden in the noise so that it is difficult to detect the oscillations and determine valuable parameters from them. In our simulations, we obtain more accurate gravities than obtained with the flicker method. The time scale technique breaks down only for very short time series and faint stars. Fig. S1 . Improving filter frequency. Initial guesses of the filter frequency νfilter (open circles) and after one iteration (filled circles) using the autocorrelation function (ACF) time scale, plotted against the asteroseismic reference value (νfilter = νmax/5). The solid black line indicates unity. (Top left inset) The estimated initial filter frequency as a function of flicker amplitude. For long-cadence (LC) Kepler data (red symbols), the amount of scatter remaining after high-pass filtering (with a 10-day filter cut) serves as an indicator for νfilter. For short-cadence (SC) data (blue symbols), we estimate the filter frequency by applying a 5-hr filter multiplied by the square root of the average correlation coefficient of consecutive data points (to estimate the photon noise). The actual values are determined by power-law fits (black lines) to the LC and SC data. (Bottom right inset) Relation between the ACF time scales (τACF) and the asteroseismic filter frequency. (Lower left panel) Partial cancellation of high-frequency signal due to time sampling. The original ACF time scales (green dots) are overestimated because the intrinsic signal is increasingly damped towards higher frequencies so that long-period signal gets more weight than it should. We can compensate for this bias by correcting τACF by the factor η (red dots; details in text).
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